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KOCE: fact or fiction?
Radio station and funding explored
By TERRI SCHMIDT
Lamron Writer

Lamron photo by DARYL BONITZ

One of three or four students who, Friday. Nov. 1, protested the use
of vehicles on Monmouth Ave. Fighting for closure of the street that
runs through the middle of the campus, they stopped traffic and
passed around a petition supporting the closure of the street.

Homecoming
Queen picked
By CARLABRANDON
Lamron Writer
Lily
Driskill
was
crowned
OCE's
1974
Homecoming Princess at
coronation
ceremonies
Tuesday, Nov. 5 in the
Pacific Room of the
Student Center.
Mrs. Leonard
Rice
crowned the Barnum Hall
princess, a sophomore and
Student Assistant in that
dorm. Miss Driskill, also
IDC president was escorted
by her fiance Mike
Huggett.
~ Kathy Chan, last year's
Homecoming Queen, was
present to tap the crown
princesses. Connie Goettel
Off-Campus princess, was
crowned
first
crown
princess. A junior from
McMinnville, Miss Goettel
is
an
Elementary
Education major, with a
music minor. She is
currently vice-president of
choir and a member of the
Lamron staff. She was
escorted by Lane Shetterly.
Landers Hall princess
Betty Steiner was crowned
second crown princess.
Escorted
by
Randy
LaFollett, she is a student
assistant at Landers. Miss
Steiner is from Astoria and
an Elementary Education
2 major.
Other princesses were:
Lynn Dorn, off-campus;
Candy Harley, off-campus ;
Nancy
Johnson,
offcampus; Julie Johnston,
Butler
Hall;
Ruth
Odegaard, off-campus and
Julie Sirpless, Lander's
Men.
Tonight at 6:30 p.m.
DeeDee Anson, Home

s

coming Chairman has
planned a tug-of-war in
the future grove area
behind the College Center.
Competition will be be
tween dorm students and
off-campus tuggers. The
loser's ditch, dug by the
Intercollegiate
Knights,
will be filled with water by
the
Monmouth
Fire
Department.
Saturday, November 9,
will wind up Homecoming
with various activities.
From 11 a.m. to 12:30
p.m. the Alumni Luncheon
will be held in the dorm
Food Service Building.
Noon will see Monmouth
blasted
by
the
Homecoming
Noise
Parade. Registration for
all entries in the parade
will be in the College
Center until late Friday
afternoon. Prizes will be
awarded for the noisiest
entry, best-decorated and
other specialties.
The parade route begins
at the Landers Hall
parking lot at noon and
ends at the stadium just in
time for kick-off.
OCE will meet Eastern
Oregon State College at
1:30 p.m. Half time en
tertainment will include an
introduction
of
the
Homecoming Court and the
football team of 1949.
At 4:30 p.m., following
the game, will be the
Alumni Reception in the
Oregon Room of the
College Center.
Homecoming 1974 will
end with a dance in the Old
Gym at 9 p.m. "Windfall"
will provide music and
entertainment
until
midnight.

OCE may become the home of
a radio station -- appropriately
called KOCE.
Last year's TV SEEK class
sparked new interest in starting a
radio station at OCE. Rick
Blanch, last year's ASOCE
president recommended that
planning a radio station begin.
Starting a radio station at OCE
isn't a new idea. The idea was
thought about 15 years ago, ac
cording to Ken Lewetag,
president of the radio club, a club
formed by interested students to
plan the radio station.
The club was formed *vith the
purpose of always having
someone here to work on and for
the radio, since it may be a few
years before it is finally com
pleted and students may
graduate or leave before that
time.
Club members are: Ken
Lewtag, president; Mickey
Brown, vice president; Tom
Feller, secretary and publicity
chairman; Mike Cavanaugh and
the news director at KROW, Pam
Canon.
"We don't want to stay a club,"
stated Feller, "We would like to
have the club incorporated into a
class or SEEK class where dif
ferent aspect of radio would be
taught, such as announcing and
station operation. KOCE will be
completely run by students and
never by professionals."
Numerous faculty members
are interested in KOCE becoming
a reality, including Dick Meyer
and Robert Page. Page will be
the advisor for the radio.
The power output of KOCE is
tenatively planned to be 10 watts,
possibly increasing after a period
of time. The station would reach
Monmouth, Independence,
Dallas and some of West Salem.
Beginning operating hours
would probably be 3 p.m. to 10
p.m. or 11 p.m.
General easy listening music

OCE
A high percentage of the newly
certified graduates in OCE's
teacher education program have
found work, according to a midOctober report of the OCE
Placement Service.
Of 234 from the elementary
program, only 26 were still ac
tively seeking teaching positions,
the report says, and some of
these were known to have limited
themselves to a particular
geographic area.
A tabulation shows 149 placed
in Oregon schools, 17 in other
states, 8 in other employment and
8 in graduate school or the armed
services. Eleven elected not to
teach and the placement bureau
had lost contact with 15.
Of the fifteen unaccounted for
and the 16 actively looking, 24, or
60 per cent, were known to have
limited themselves to positions in
a certain geographical area;
such as near a spouse's work or
family.
Statistics in the survey covered

would be played along with an
emphasis on rock.
"We have planned two or more
request lines," said Feller.
The old Grove (OCE annual)
office in "the College Center is
tentatively set for KOCE
headquarters. Currently the
Lamron occupies some of that
space. The antenna will be, on top
of the College Center.
The radio would provide an
outlet for high school, campus
and community news and sports.
Also included would be some
commentary, current events,
calendar and public service
announcements.
An audio line, or subcarrier, is
planned which will connect
KOCE with Central High School.
The subcarrier, built on the
KOCE transmitter, will allow
Central to broadcast on the same
frequency as KOCE and not in
terfere. Central's broadcasts
could only be heard on a special
radio.
Only working while KOCE is on
the air, the subcarrier could be
used for music, educational
programs or whatever they chose
to broadcast.
KOCE will be an FM Channel.
FM has advantages over AM,
including less noise interference,
unregulated hours, stereo and
subcarriers are allowed.
Cost of a 10 watt station i<s
estimated to be about $10,000 to
$11,000. Hopefully a grant will
cover this beginning cost.
However, a grant cannot be
applied for until the station has a
license.
"At the present time, having
ASOCE support the radio station
is financially unfeasible," said
Ken Irvin, ASOCE president,
"The cost is beyond that in
available funds."
During the first year the radio
station must be backed by $4,000.
Each year costs should decrease
about $1,000 until the radio is selfsupported or supported through a
SEEK class. The club hopes to
start raising money by holding a
dance soon.

The $4,000 operating cost
includes wages for a station
manager; music, news and
sports directors; two announcers
and a typist and all supplies. A
chief engineer must be employed
on a retainer basis.
The radio club hopes to have
ASOCE put up the $4,000 backing.
The first step in beginning a radio
statiorr is to apply for a license.
Before the KOCE license can be
applied for, approval of the sen
ate and administration must be
met.
The senate has voted to ap
prove that the application for the
KOCE license be applied for. The
next
step
is
for
the
administration to make a
decision.
If the administration approves
it, the application will then be
submitted to the State Board of
Higher Education. They will
decide if the radio station will
become a reality.
If okayed by the State Board,
the application will be sent to the
FCC, Federal Communications
Commission. The FCC has the
final say in deciding whether or
not to grant the license.
The process of obtaining a
license may take nine months.
There is a trial period of one year
before the FCC decides to ap
prove or not to approve the
license; during which time the
radio is operating.
In a take off from the SEEK TV
class, the radio club hopes to
expand to be a TV-Radio Club.
The club could tape games and
concerts for future use.
"We need people to get things
done," said Lewetag. "I can't
emphasize that enough."
TTie radio club meets every
Thursday from noon to 1 p.m. in
the Deschutes Room of the
College Center. The meting is
open to the public. The Radio
Club can also be reached through
SPO 103.

topatin placements
those candidates for teaching
In all, he said, 1,731 vacancies
positions who completed an were reported by Oregon and
initial program for teaching.
Washington school districts.
Of 211 who graduated this year
in the secondary (high school and
junior high school) program, and
actively
sought
teaching
positions through the bureau, 92
were placed in Oregon schools, 14
in other states, 8 sought other
employment, 23 enrolled in
Contractor's bids on the Fine
graduate school or the service. Arts Building will be opened at 8
Another 16 did not seek p.m. Thursday, Nov. 21, in HSS
positions, the bureau lost contact 237. Completion is expected in the
with 19 and 39 are listed as still spring or summer of 1976.
actively
seeking
teaching
The
building,
formerly
positions. Of the latter two designed for two stories to ac
classifications, 17 are reported as comodate a balcony, now will be
having limited themselves to on only one floor, although
employment
in
certain seating will remain at more than
geographic areas, and therefore 600. Construction will be financed
were unable to take available from $2 million set aside last
positions.
spring by the State Board of
Harold I. Mason, assistant Higher Education.
professor of education and
Furnishings also will be paid
director of the placement ser from that allocation. Bids last
vice, expressed himself as highly June were too high and the
pleased with the record.
building had to be re-designed.

Auditorium bids
to be opened

Federal regulations to abolish
Down the Street
Rievers to Visit - "The Rievers" will be shown at 6:30 and 9 p.m.
Nov. 8 in the College Center Coffee Shop. Admission is $1

+++

discrimination of handicapped
By I)KNA MINATO
Lam roil Writer

Homecoming Events Scheduled - There will be a tug-of-war in the

Handicapped people are the
benefactors of the federal
government's latest step in
abolishing discrimination in the
working world.
Companies doing more than
$2,500 worth of business with the
federal government are now
+ ++
by new
federal
Natural History Seminar - Mr. Wayne Eshelman, Chairman of the required,
Department of Science at Central Oregon Community College, will regulations, to have affirmative
present "The Natural History of the Galapagos Islands" on Tuesday in action programs to hire the
handicapped. Those companies
NS 103 at noon.
doing more than $500,000 worth of
4-4-4Play Opens - Neil Simon's "Come Blow Your Horn" is now playing
business with the federal
in the Little Theater with curtain at 8:15 p.m. Admission is $2 for government will have to submit
adults, $1.50 for students, and $1 for children. The play closes Nov. 9. Copies of and rpeorts on their
+++
programs yearly.
Tickets on Sale - Season tickets for the OCE mainstage productions
The new regulations will affect
are available in the College Center Office. Prices are adults $5, all the handicapped, mentally
retarded, epileptic and those who
students $4 and children $2.50.
4- 4- 4have recovered from nervous
Art Exhibited - "Special Exhibition 108" is now featured in the breakdowns. The regulations
College Center until Nov. 20. The display is sponsored by the Oregon went into affect Oct. 11.
Statewide Services program.
Expected to follow soon are
4—I—fsimilar regulations affecting
Breathmobile to Visit - The Breathmobile. a traveling clinic set up institutions receiving federal
to test for lung disorders, will be in front of the College Center on grants such as colleges, school
Tuesday, Nov. 12 from.11 a.m. to2 p.m. and from 4 p.m. to6 p.m.
districts and local governments.
4-4-4These employers are required
Art Interview Showing Set - There will be a two-day art showing for to not only seek out and employ
.Judy Farr and Kathy Jensen in the Deschutes Room of the College the handicapped, but, within
Center Nov. 12 from 2 p.m. to early evening and Nov. 13 from 5 p.m. to reason, to remove architectural
early evening.
barriers to hiring them. Also,
4-4-4jobs will have to be restructured
Chess Club Formed - There will be a chess club meeting at 7 p.m. so the handicapped who apply
Monday, Nov. 11, in the College Center Coffee Shop. It is an can perform them.
Handicapped
people
can
organizational meeting, and anyone interested is invited to attend.
complain to the Labor Depart
4- 4- 4•
ment if employers do not take
Spanish Club Meeting - The Spanish Club will hold a meeting at 7
p.m. Wednesday, Nov. 13, in Swindel Hall. Any interested persons may these actions, and begin a
process of appeals. If employers
attend.

Grove area at 6:30 p.m. on Nov. 7. Activities on Saturday, Nov. 8 are
an Alumni Luncheon in the Food Service Building from 11 a.m. to 12:30
p.m. At noon there will be a noise parade followed by the game with
Eastern Oregon State. At 4:30 p.m. following the game will be an
alumni reception in the College Center Oregon Room. Concluding the
activities will be a dance from 9 p.m. to midnight in the old gym.
"Windfall" will be the featured group.

are found guilty of the charge the
fedral government may withhold
payments from them, cancel
contracts and even bar them
from receiving future contracts
until they comply.
The new laws will open up the
working field for handicapped
people. Employers can no longer
use the old excuses such as a
handicapped person not being
able to'use the building. Also,
many jobs will now have to be
redesigned so that a handicapped
person can perform them.
' OCE has made some progress
in the way of removing ar
chitectural barriers around
campus. Wheelchair ramps have
been installed at entrances to the

library, the college center and
other buildings. Some toilet stalls
have been designed for use by
people confined to wheelchairs.
However, many barriers do
still exist. It is impossible for
someone in a wheelchair to take a
class on the second and third
levels of the buildings, and even
though a person in a wheelchair
can get through the main doors of
the library, that is the farthest he
can go.
These and other problems exist
everywhere, not just at OCE.
Now the new laws will require
correction of such problems and
barriers and open up many new
opportunities for the physically
and mentally disadvantaged.

DATATYPE & RESEARCH SERVICE
2 Sylvan St.
Rutherford, N.J. 07070
(201) 933-6222
Termpaper & Thesis Research
Lowest Rates From $2.50 pg.

Mon.-Fri. 9:30-6 -Sat. 10-4
Campus Jobs Available

Breathmobile to give tests
The Christmas Seal Breath
mobile will give free lung
function tests at OCE Tuesday,
Nov. 12.
The unit will be open from 11
a.m. to 2 p.m. and 4 p.m. to 6 p.m.
It will be located in front of the
College Center.
On Wednesday, Nov. 13, the
Breathmobile
will
be
at
Willamette University in Salem.
Hours there are 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
and 3 p.m. to 5 p.m.
The Breathmobile is one of
many Oregon Lung Association
services supported by the
Christmas Seal campaign which
is now underway. The Breath
mobile provides a free education
al lung function test to anyone
over 18. The test involves filling
out a questionnaire, then blowing
into a measuring device. The
results are compared to those
considered normal for a healthy,
non-smoking Oregonian.
About 30,000 Oregonians are
expected to be tested by the

Breathmobile this year. When the
Breathmobile last visited OCE, in
January 1974, 241 persons were
tested.
The test is especially recom
mended for cigarette smokers,
who are most likely to be
damaging their lungs. A recent
survey shows that 29 per cent of
the smokers who have been
through the Breathmobile testing

and educational experience have
quit smoking.
Operating the Breathmobile
will be Oregon Lung Association
technicians Dave Bennett and
Mike Murphy.
They will be assisted by student
volunteers. Etta Mae Detering,
OCE health service, is in charge
of volunteers and Breathmobile
arrangements at OCE.

Scott attends conference
Dr. Craig Scott, assistant
research professor at Teaching
Research, recently attended,
with Natural Science Foundation
support,
a
conference
on
"Improving College, Instruction
Through Evaluation" at the
University of Maryland, Oct. 2930.
Dr. Scott asks that any OCE
faculty members interested in
exploring
any
of
several
methodologies discussed at the
conference contact him at Ext.
391.

Among the topics are: How can
tests and
other
measuring
devices be employed in the im
provement of course materials
and college teaching;
goal
identification,
domain-refere
nced tests as an alternative to
traditional achievement tests,
approaches to the measurement
of non-cognitive objectives, itemexaminee sampling, monitoring
and grading stategies and the
state of the art of teacher
evaluation.
All
conference
materials will be made available.

JBL's
new Decade 36
3-way system for under $200'
0
woofer, 5" midrange',
1.4
tweeter. Natural oak
cabinet. Fabric grill in blue,
brown and orange.

flp

Coffee, Tea, or Stereo
UBL
I

Page 2

"Salem's Only Gourmet Hi-Fi Store"

»« State SI.

Salem, Ore.
Salem
Lamrofl

News Synopsis
Compiled by DICK SOULES
Lamron Writer

UCCF lecture series covers
important issues of our time

There will be a series of guest
lectures at OCE on Nov. 12 to 14
Expo ' 74deemed
by the Rev. John Heidbrink on
& success
some issues of our times
Lectures will be held at 4 p.m.
planned for
this decade closed its gates Sunday apparent^ ir
each day in the Oregon Room of
More than 60,000 people were on hand for rhi ? flnancial success. the College Center. Meetings are
r'dHS T HC1°SJng cerem°nies included a ta^'"8 °f the sma11 open to the public, no charge.
President Ford and a massive fireworks dfsniL n
message from Rev. Heidbrink is also speaking
y'
r the 184 day run
of the environmental fair more than 6 ? mm
at noon, Nov. 14, to the Mon
t h e g a l e s . E a r l y e s t i m a t i o n s h a d P " 5 ? * " r o u g h mouth-Independence
Rotarv
J
even point was set at 5 million.
million and the break Club.
The first lecture, Tuesday,
Nov. 12, will be a discussion of
Nixon off critical list
Teilhard de Chardin and His
Message for Our Time." Heid
LONG BEACH, Calif. - Formm- D
removed from the critical list Sundav^v^ Rlchard Nixon was brink is a major modern
phlebitis. Ni xon was aliowed to get out of bed M
^ surSery for authority on the thought of
aP.dwalk
day and
wa
surfer T&
around Teilhard who tried to reconcile
for the first time since the surlerv
Th^ f nday
religion and evolutionary theory.
shock several hours after a clip was inser^^tPleS1<?ent went into
The Wednesday, Nov. 13
0
eg
to
blood clots from reaching the heart and lunac'"!
,.
Prevent
lecture will be on "Some
to Nixon's
physician, Nixon almost died as a reSlJt of
Negative Thoughts about Ivan
still concerned over the former president'sK Doctors were
with his improvement.
condition but were pleased Illich." Illich has been a
revolutionary
thinker
about
American education and is the
author of Deschooling Society.
Missing Hunt memo jolts trial
Heidbrink studied at Illich's
language school in Guemavaca,
WASHINGTON, D.C. - A missing
u .
Mexico.
was introduced Monday as evidence in the Wat
Watergate memo
The third lecture, Thursday,
CrUp
trial
in
Washington. The 2* page
Sf T
Nov.
14, is entitled "Radical
obtained from Hunt's former laywer William O BufmaestIoyed was Religion and Social Change in
Latin America." Heidbrink will

Blood

Coal industry hopes to avert strike
WASHINGTON, D.C. - Under the increasing threat of a massive coal
strike, coal industry and union negotiators broke a 24-hour impS
Monday as the industry officials offered a contract package to E
leaders. -n,e current contract runs out Nov. 12 at 12:01 a.m EST Which
would affect some 120,000 workers.
wnicn
The contract offered Monday night is believed to offer a better than
40 per cent wage increase and benefits over the next three years
Union officials indicated that there were a large number of issues still
tote resolved and that the chances of avoiding a stride next week were

Packaging rips off Americans
NEW \ ORK - The Wall Street Journal reported Monday that
packages sold with less than the indicated number of items are
draining millions of dollars from the consumer each year. Over 500
randomly selected products the Journal found that about 41 per cent of
them contained less than the listed number of items.
Some examples were a bottle of 100 vitamin capsules which con
tained only 85 and a box of 200 facial tissues with only 169 tissues. It is
estimated that similar incidents cost the American consumer between
$2.5 to 3 million in 1973. About 40 per cent of the frozen food stuffs
tested were found to contain less than the indicated number.

donations

behind

QUOta

The Red Cross Bloodmobile
received 335 units of blood during
its two day visit to OCE Tuesday
and Wednesday. The donations
were 65 units short of the quota of
400 units.
Among donors Tuesday were
Fred Hirsch, associate professor
of geography, and Don Henley of
Monmouth, both receiving 2gallon pins. One-gallon pins were
given Sherry Feger, Kay Graven,
Peter Fallow, Phillip Hamm and
Kathryn French, all of Mon
mouth, and
David
Austin,
assistant professor of education,
of Dallas.
Monmouth postmaster Lester
I. Green received a 4-gallon pin
Wednesday.
Receiving
onegallon or more pins were Sara E.
House, Dixie J. Sayles, Connie
Scotton, all of Monmouth, and
Colleen E. Barrett of Indepen
dence.
Donations the first day were
182 units, 153 units Wednesday.

discuss revolutionary Roman
Catholic priests in Columbia
emphasizing
the
"Golconda
Movement" based upon his years
working closely with Fr. Daniel
Berrigan
seeking
an
un
derstanding of this non-violent
movement.
Rev.
Heidbrink,
presently
pastor ol the United Presbyterian
Church in Mill City, for a number
of years was in charge of a
Christian-Marxist
dialogue
program in Europe for the

Hi, I'm Tom Storm,
the new owner of
Storm's
Camera
Shoppe,
formerly
Photo Factory.

I would like to make your acquaintance
and assist you with any of your
photographic needs, and to help you out.
I'm giving a 10 per cent discount to all
OCE studentson darkroom supplies, plus
these great bargains:

T

^BO DERL.ESS SILK ^|

COLOR PRINTS

Introductory Lecture
on
Eckankar
The path of Total Awareness or
The Ancient Science of Soul Travel

373 N. Pacific
Monmouth - 838-1100

la

12

A young woman who enrolls
in Air Force ROTC is eligible
to compete for an Air Force
scholarship that includes free
tuition, lab and incidental fees,
and reimbursement for text. books for her last 2 years of
college. In addition, a tax-free
monthly allowance of $100 is
paid to both scholarship and
non-scholarship cadets alike.
When she gets her degree, the
career as an Air Force officer
awaits her, matching her abili
ties to a job with rewarding
challenges. With benefits like
30 days' paid vacation, good
pay, foreign travel, and a great
place to build a future.

EX POSURE

Interested? Contact
Major Louderback
at College Center
Wednesdays
And remember, in the Air
Force, you'll be looked up to
as well as at.
PUT IT ALL TOGETHER
IN AIR FORCE ROTC

November 7, 1974
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Valuable COUPON teH
BORDERLESS SILK

COLOR PRINTS

'FROM K0DAC0L0R ROLLS
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Valuable COUPON
L\Clfp'n$ave
SLIDE and MOVIE
•
•

m
m
KODACHROME OR EKTACHROME
PROCESSING

•
•
SALE! 3 books for the price of 2 + . One •
third off on all books. Sale starts 7-15. •
•
60 new titles to choose from. Hurry! •
Offer good while they last.
•
•
-f Within s a m e price classification.
•

i
i
i

^ - ^ 8MM OR 20 EXPOSURE
^*^7 ("110 not included,)

Promotes Children's Book Week,
November 11-17

$1.99 |

[ ^ • C O U P O N MUST ACCOMPANY ORDER'

20 EXPOSURE $3.69

Wednesday, Nov. 13, 8 p.m.
Willamette Room, College Center

OCE BOOKSTORE

1
9
1

COUPON MUST
ACCOMPANY ORDER

"Eckankar is not a yoga, religion or philosophy, nor a
metaphysical or occult system. It is merely a way to Godrealization via soul travel.
Sri Paul Twitched.

...and we've
done something
about it!

1

FROM K0DAC0L0R ROLLS ft

TOM'S DRIVE-IN
Hamburgers - Fries
Shakes - Malts
Service To Go

Fellowship of Reconcilliation.
Prior to his arrival in Oregon, he
was pastor of the American
Protestant Church in Bogata,
Columbia.
Rev.
Heidbrink
is
being
brought to the OCE campus by
the United Campus Christian
Foundation. He will be available
for class presentations, for small
groups, and for personal con
sultations. Call Cliff Lindsey at
838-3423 or 838-0767 to make
arrangements.

EACH
J COUPON MUST ACCOMPANY ORDER
| | g » C A S H VALUE 1/20 OF 10

$I IQ
X«Xv

COUPON EXPIRES O/OO/fk

I
I

Valuable COUPON

STORM'S
CAMERA SHOPPE

207 W. MAIN

MONMOUTH
Page 3

Lamron
Established in 1923

Opinion

A. pay too low,
needs to be upped
S.

Residence halls on college campuses in Oregon can
play a big role in the educational and social develop
ment of a freshman student. It is there that many get
their first experience living away from home and get to
know students from throughout Oregon and the nation.
Although it may seem like it at times, college officials
don't just throw 100 or more freshmen into a residence
hall and tell them "godbye until June." Instead, they
work with upperclass men and women who act as
"dormitory counselors" and attempt to solve the
inevitable problems that creep up in college residence
halls.
Together with the Head Residents and the volunteer
dormitory officers, the dorm counselors work to keep a
dorm together and operating. The pattern is the same on
all college campuses in Oregon. OCE is no exception.
It is an exception, however, in the amount of money it
pays its dormitory counselors, known as Student
Assistants. Although they are members of the Student
Personnel staff, OCE's Student Assistants are the lowest
paid in the state -- and not by just a few dollars.
The dormitory counselors at most state and private
colleges and universities receive full room and board. In
The dormitory counselors at most state and private
universities receive full room and board. In addition,
many of the schools give their assistants a small sum of
money per month.
At OCE each Student Assistant receives $675 for the
entire academic year, which pays a little more than 61
per cent of room and board costs. They get no additional
spending money per month. This makes them the lowest
paid in the state by an averageof $425 per year, based on
an average room and board cost of $1,100 per year at the
six other state colleges.
Student Assistants at OCE are required to be around
their respective residence halls two or three nights a
week. For the hours they put in and the hassles they
sometimes go through, they are poorly paid.
Last spring the Student Personnel staff had a tough
time finding enough qualified people fo fill the nine slots
available within the residence hall complex at OCE. If
the pay were increased this is one problem that might be
partially eliminated.
OCE is an institution which prides itself in being the
best college in the nation in the preparation of elemen
tary school teachers, and would probably be among the
first to support nearly all the teacher salary and benefit
proposals of some of its graduates. For that same
college to ignore a repeated request for equal pay from
its Student Assistants is unjust.
The Student Assistants at OCE deserve to be paid full
room and board.

"ibeh'e.
-Href
t
ISthe glue,
thainolcfg
Government
fojzfheir."

002 College Center, Monmouth, Ore. 97361. Telephone 838 1171 or
838 1220 ext 347
The OCE Lamron is a student newspaper published at noon
Thursdays except during exam week and vacation periods fall,
winter and spring terms. The Lamron is not published during sum
mer session The Lamron is published by the Polk County Itemizer
Observer
The editorial columns of the Lamron represent the opinion of the
newspaper's editors. Letters submitted to the editor must carry the
signature and address of writer. Letters should be no longer than 300
words, typewritten on one side of paper and double spaced
Anonymous letters will not be accepted. All letters are subject to
abridgement. Under most circumstances thank you letters and
poetry will not be published
Nine month subscription rate is S3.50.
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NEA fights sex biases
NEA News Service
WASHINGTON, D. C. -- The
National Education Association
has called on the U. S. Depart
ment of Health, Education, and
Welfare to clarify and to tighten
up its proposed regulations ro
implement
the
anti-sex
discrimination mandates of Title
IX of the Education Amendments
of 1972. Title IX prohibits sex
discrimination
in
the
em
ployment, admission and student
treatment
practices
of
educational institutions receiving
federal aid.
The NEA analysis particularly
urges strengthening of
the
regulations in the areas of af
firmative action by institutions in
both employment and student
treatment policies, sex bias in
textbooks
and
instructional
materials
and
complaint
procedures.
Before any federal regulations
come into force, a period for
comment
by
institutions,
organizations, and individuals is
statutorily required.
In an accompanying letter to
HEW's Office of Civil Rights,
NEA
Government
Relations
Director Stanley J. McFarland
pointed out that the proposed
regulations do not clearly define
the difference between remedial
action for past discrimination
and
affirmative
action
to
determine
the
sources
of
discrimination.
On the important issue of sex
stereotyping in textbooks and
instructional materials, the HEW
arguments against federal in
volvement don't hold water,
McFarland declared.
HEW had justified its lack of
attention to this area in the
proposed regulations on the basis
of possible infringement of First
Amendment free speech rights
and the unavailability of nonbiased
materials.
However,
pointed
out
NEA,
neither
problem would prevent the
government
from
providing
guidelines
for
determining
sexism in materials for use by
state and local review bodies;
requiring designation of a portion
of local library or instructional
budgets
for
supplemental
materials to correct the im
pressions
left
by
biased
materials; and requiring teacher
inservice training on biased

books and corrective measures
when discrimination is found.
McFarland also stated that the
regulations are "unclear about
the
role
of
civil
rights
organizations in filing of com
plaints and the provision of
assistance to individual com
plainants."
Among other NEA concerns:
the
exemption
of
foreign
programs, such as Rhodes
Fellowships, from coverage of
the regulations; the requirement
that pregnant teachers give 120
days' notice for maternity leave,
and that employers be allowed to
prevent them from returning
until
the
academic
term
following delivery-even though
this does not apply to other
temporary disabilities; and the
lack of specific information on
procedures for suspending or
terminating federal funds if
schools do not comply with the
regulations.
Even though the need for

clarifying and strengthening
some sections is critical, the NEA
analysis noted, the Association is
for the most part "heartened" by
the approach taken in the
proposed regulations toward
wiping out sex discrimination in
educational
institutions. The
analysis added: "It is recognized
that these regulations will have a
profound impact at all levels of
education for years to come."
Violations of the regulations once they are in final approved
form-could result in loss of
federal aid to schools or suits by
the Justice Department to force
compliance. Part or all of the
sweeping Title IX provisions
apply to virtually all public
school systems and most postsecondary institutions. It took
HEW two years'to formulate the
proposed regulations, and it may
be well into 1975 before the final
version is drafted and sent to the
for
approval,
White House
McFarland said.
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New uses for old dorms prevent waste
By
PATSTIMAC
By PATSTIMAC
Lamron Writer

MaaskeHall t nn hue

The OCE dormitories. Many
people have indicated that their
use is being wasted this year. Are
they?

The answer seems to be no.
Todd Hall and Maaske Hall are
no longer even dorms. If it came
to the point that more students
wanted to come to the existing
dorms then we now have room
for, more dorms would be built,
according to Neil Amerman,
Director of Dormitories. /
Todd and Maaske are now part
of the college, and not under
Amerman's jurisdiction.
Todd Hall is being used to
house the Teaching Research
Infant
and
Child
Center
Preschool Classroom. It is where
many students take their con
temporary education classes.

Auditory test
workshop topic
A one-day workshop on the
application of auditory tests to
program planning for children
with learning disorders will be
sponsored by the OCE Speech
and Hearing Center Saturday,
Nov. 9.
Dr. Jack Katz, a nationally
known authority in the field, will
be the consultant. He is a
member of the faculty of the
State University of New York at
Buffalo.
The workshop will be held in
Room 217 of the Education
Building from 9 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
A small registration fee will be
charged to all but full-time
students at OCE.

t00 has its own use

'
a hearing clinic.
Arby is one dorm that may
^ U"USed if the Police
s-uww,
"0t come in t0 use it^0,000 in normal vacancv ex
penses would have occurred if the
d not moved into and
used Arby.
As it is the police pay enough so
that it covers all operating costs
and leaves a net profit.
Police on campus? "No big
problem right now," said
Amerman. "The students will
have to live with police in their
existing communities. This
provides the police a chance to
find out that al kids aren't bad
and vice versa."
So far both parties, the dorm
students and the police, seem
happy with the arrangement.
Gentle Hall right now seems to
be the one that is totally unused.
However, 50 Philipine students
are staying at OCE this week for
a 4-H conference, and are living
in Gentle. Amerman and his staff
are trying to use Gentle like this
as much as possible.
Before school started this year
it was used to house alf the
football players. During the year
it will be used for opposing sports
teams. All of this will bring in
revenue.
Butler, Barnum and Landers
are all being used to house
regular dorm students. However,
there are some open rooms there
as Butler has 25 vacancies and
Barnum and Landers have a few.
There are 528 dorm students
this term and there were close to
1,000 in the fall of 1971. One ob
vious reason for this is that the
total college count has dropped
since 1971. Another is that there
are fewer women -students.
Thirty per cent of the dorm
u 1S

students are sophomores and up.
Amerman feels that it is very
good lor freshman to live in the
dorms for the first year because
it gives them a chance to become
a part of the college community.
He does feel, however, that
because of rules, some of which
cannot even be enforced, the
dorm student is treated as a
second class citizen."
However this should be
changing if IDC (Inter Dorm
Council) succeeds in
its
programs to make the dorms
more livable.
Their proposals include such
things as separate pods for

smokers and nonsmokers;
separate pods for quiet and
nonquiet people and a separate
pod for upperclass men if there is
sufficient interest.
Dr. Judith Osborne, associate
Dean of Students, has noticed a
"positive spirit among the fresh
men" this year, making the
dorms a more livable place. In
order to get more students to live
in the dorms and to make it a
better place to live it takes people
who are interested. Dr. Osborne
said.
Dr. Osborne also noted two
other factors about the dorms.
One is because OCE is so accesible to so many communities,

such as Portland and Salem, that
it makes OCE almost a com
muter college.
Living at home is one of the
cheapest ways to go to college.
However, if there is another gas
shortage like last winter it may
be better both economically and
conviently to live on campus.
Also, for those living in apart
ments and getting food stamps,
they may soon be out of food
stamps.
The passage of a new law
stating that if one is declared a
dependant by his or her parents
they can no longer get food
stamps.

Oregon appropriations lacking
During the past two years 1974-75 college year is about $130
Oregon has not kept pace with the million.
national average in increasing
Of this, OCE ranks fifth among
state appropriations for colleges, the seven state institutions.
universities
and
community Compared with Oregon State,
colleges.
which receives $27,519,566, and
Results of an annual study by SOC which is appropriated
M. M. Chambers of Illinois State 6,446,369,
OCE
receives
University was published in the $5,432,411.
Chronicle of Higher Education.
In appropriating funds the
Chambers found that when state tries to be equitable and
considering higher education bases it's decisions on the needs
spending as related to ability to of each institution.
pay, Oregon ranks 17th among all
Evaluations are made on a cost
50 of the states. For each $1,000 of per student figure. Speciality
personal income in Oregon about classes producing fewer students
$2.08 of it goes to higher raise this cost per student
education. This compares to the average.
Classes
requiring
national average of about $10.36 special equipment is another
per $1,000 of personal income.
factor in the final appropriations.
Oregon ranks 41st in the
John Sparks, Director of
amount of money spent for each Business Affairs at OCE, said
student. The national average that for many years OCE had the
per student is $2,373 with lowest cost per student average
Oregon's figure being $1,913.
in the state. But because of the
The state appropriation for enrollment drop, though in
Oregon's higher education for the stitutional costs have remained

the same, the cost per student has
risen.

Profs perform
Ewan Mitton, soprano; Klemi
Hambourg, violinist, and Ruth
Million, pianist, members of the
OCE music faculty, will present a
concert in the Music Hall
Auditorium at 8 p.m. Monday,
Nov. 11.
The program will include three
numbers by Handel: "Flammende," "Care Selve" and "O
King of Kings, Hallelujah;"
Moret's "Le Nelumbo," "Des
Pas de Sabot" by La Parra and
three numbers by Saint-Saens.
"Bredon Hill," a rhapsody by
Julius Harrison and other
selections by Kern, Sandoval and
Ralph Vaughn-Williams.
In the last group Hambourg
will change from the violin to the
viola.
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Private schools hit
by rising costs
The falling stock market is
having an ever increasing
negative effect on privately
owned universities and colleges
which depend on donors for
contributions.
Some colleges, such as Har
vard or Stanford, are par
ticularly dependent on donations.
Of the 2.2 billion given to higher
education in 1972-73 more than 75
per cent came from gifts of $5,000
or more, and a large proportion
were donations of stock.
State owned colleges such as
OCE are not as concerned with
the problem of declining con
tributions.
According to John Sparks,
Business Manager at OCE, 75 per
cent of OCE's support comes
from the State of Oregon through

1 Instructor sues college
NEA News Service

taxes and 25 per cent is received
through tuition.
"Personal contributions are an
insignificant and immaterial
source of income at OCE, said
Sparks.
State colleges, though not
directly affected by the present
condition of the stock market, are
facing the problem of rising
costs. Cost increases which are
passed on to the consumer, in this
case to the student through
tuition, can be attributed to wage
increases, lower productivity,
increased energy costs and
government raised taxes.
It can be expected that
education, like any other product
on the market, is subject to the
accelerated inflationary rate of
today's economy.

Aerospace workshop
planned for teachers
An aerospace science work
shop. planned primarily for
upper elementary and junior high
school teachers, will be held at
OCE in November.
Workshop sessions will begin
from 7 p.m. to 10 p.m. Nov. 11 in
Boom 130 of the Natural Sciences
Building.
OCE will grant two hours of
undergraduate or graduate
credit. Enrollment is limited to 30
participants who may apply with
the Division of Continuing
Education (DCE), 565 Capitol
NE, Salem, or the Department of
Natural Sciences at OCE. A fee of
$25 is charged.
Checks made out to the
Division of Continuing Education
should
accompany
the

applications.
The workshop will provide
current information of aerospace
activities, giving teachers an
opportunity to examine and
develop curriculum materials for
classroom use. It also is intended
to give insights into how
aerospace developments have
changed the course of human
affais in this century.
Sponsorship of the workshop is
a cooperative effort of OCE,
DCE, the National Aeronautics
and
Space
Administration
(NASA), the Oregon Board of
Education and the Civil Air
Patrol (CAP).
The principal instructor will be
Gary Moen, ,space science
education specialist for NASA.

WASHINGTON, DC. - A
Colorado college teacher who
was fired in a situation that is
becoming more commonplace in
schools and colleges across the
nation-declining
enrollments
and tight finances-has gone to
lederal court to challenge the
college's decision on who gets
fired.
Lvle V. Brenna is seeking
reinstatement
to
Southern
Colorado State College. Pueblo,
plus lost salary and benefits and
$200,()()() in damages and at
torney's fees and costs. The case
is pending before the U S.
District Court. Denver.
The
National
Education
Association said the case is of
special
interest
because
thousands of teachers in the
nation are in schools and colleges
where enrollments are dropping
and where boards are com
plaining of financial difficulties.
Elementary school enrollments
have been decreasing for about
four years.
Although
total
national
enrollment in high schools is not
expected to begin the downturn
until fall 1976, and in the colleges
and universities not until fall
1981. the rate of growth has
slowed appreciably and many
institutions already
are ex
periencing
declines.
Public
higher education enrollment,
which rose a whopping 162 per-

?!
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Seniors eligible
for LEEP loans
Seniors enrolled in Corrections
and Law
Enforcement
are
eligible to obtain funds to defray
the cost of tuition, mandatory
fees and books. Prior to July 1,
1974, only those students who had
previously obtained such funds
and students who were full-time
employees of correction and law
enforcement were eligible.
Now any Corrections or Law
Enforcement student who is a
senior may obtain the funds as an
interest-free loan.
Any
senior
student
in
Corrections or Law Enforcement
who is not already receiving Law
Education
Enforcement
Program funds should com
municate with Mr. Jean Long at
Terry House or Student Finance
Officer, Mr. John Brinegar, at
the Financial Aid office in the
Cottage.

Customized Printing for Cards, Gifts,
etc.
Rubber stamps made to
your
specifications

295 E. Main

The Air Force ROTC pays $100
a month to every man and
woman in the last two years of
the ROTC program. If you are
concerned about your future
(and could use the money)
see us.

838-0661
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have "demonstrably bona fide
cent from 1963 to 1973, was
reasons" for the firing.
projected to increase less than 7
Less qualified and non-tenured
percent more by 1978.
faculty were retained by SCSC.
The question of firing ex
Brenna contends. Of six mem
perienced teachers is at the heart
bers of the business education
of the Brenna case. The business
department, one was without
education teacher alleges in the
tenure and three had less
suit filed last month that "...no
seniority than he.
objective, reasonable and non
Brenna's position was not
discriminatory criteria
were
abolished after his termination in
applied to determine faculty to be
October 1973 and courses he
terminated.
taught are still being offered.
Brenna, a tenured teacher with
The college, Brenna says,
seven years' employment at
presented no documentation to
SCSC, asserts that he was
support its firing him. However,
deprived of propertv-his right to
the trustees of the State Colleges
the job-without due process
in Colorado sustained the ter
required by
the Fourteenth
mination, concluding it was in
Amendment, in that the college
accordance with the college's
trustees did not provide a pre
personnel
regulations
and
terminat ion hearing before an
policies.
impartial tribunal nor did they

College center plans
advisory committee
A new committee is being
formed on the OCE campus: the
College Center Advisory Com
mittee.
Planned by College Center
director, Doug Yates, the com
mittee would assist in deciding on
future
policies
and
policy
changes concerning the College
Center.
If approved the committee
would consist of ten members:
three from the faculty, the top
four members in the student
government hierarchy and three

more students from the general
student body.
Yates
said
the
advisory
committee
would,
officially
perform
the
role
student
government has served unof
ficially in the past.
While the College Center has
been operating successfully in
the past, Yates hopes the com
mittee will have ideas on how to
stop
the
vandalism
and
destruction some non-college
students are inflicting on the
center. This decision will be only
one of several for the committee
to decide on.
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pKlNCETON, N J. - Faculty
should have higher expectations
0f their women students, ac
cording to former
Radcliffe
president Mary I. Bunting, now
assistant to the president at
Princeton University. "I don't
enough
faculty
really
sec
working at
choosing women
students or at challenging them
once they've been accepted. Too
often they just let the women
students slide by."
She cited the difference bet
ween letters of recommendation
lor men and for women as
another example. "Letters about
women have more about looks
and about relating to other people
than letters about men. They
show great concern over whether
the women will fit into a given
program or place.

not challenged
potenti

• expect her in

he the
n ; i

,

W6r°

and women with families, to complete
projects, such as books or
corT>es
research, which they had no
other way of continuing.
Ves
as
we
as
worn
between
u
°men and, men "
"We tried to find out what it
was they needed, to do what they
w-.lT,Ke.nu0S< irnP°rtant change wanted to do," Bunting ex
smri < ,heyno Ion8er thought in plained, "whether it was a room
- tereot.vpes.
Bunting
said. of their own or money for a
babysitter."
'hey no longer answered the
A major problem confronting
question bv saying. Men do this these women wishing to continue
and women do that.' Thev an their education, she pointed out,
swered in terms of individuals was the difficulty of doing so on a
of people they knew."
part time basis. One woman who
had completed medical school,
Many other changes were the for example, complained that the
result °| one 0f her own creations, live-in nature of hospital in
the Radcliffe Institute. During ternships made it impossible for
importance of co-residence •'
ye;,'rs as Pres'dent of Rad- her to complete one, since she
clilte Irom i960 to 1972 the had two children.
i<aBrlu,1...<.questionnaires sent to Institute attempted to
aid
Kadelitfe women before coed
I he Institute agreed, and by
women, particularly mature paying her expenses, obtained a
most importani n may
i
letter 0
T
E
from a real em f ,"

established

silnif
° Vears la,er showed
' Si'f'canl
changes
in
!"|! ant,'on.ships among the women

ssfrsiP

•But the letters are static.
They don't have a paragraph

part-time internship for her at a
prestigious Boston hospital. She
and the part-time interns who
followed her did so well that
Boston hospitals now themselves
support a program of part-time
internships.

Parade planned
The annual Homecoming Noise
Parade,
sponsored
by
the
Intercollegiate Knights, will get
underway at noon Saturday with
participants meeting in front of
the Landers Hall parking lot.

All participants must register
in the College Center office.
There will be prizes for the
noisiest group and one for the
most creative.
Participants will be in vehicles
and will follow a route on city
streets near the OCE campus.
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Entertainment events

Lamron
Entertainment

Studio productions
to feature Ionesco
presented, has acted Ionesco
before, but has never done any
directing. Most of his acting
Studio theater offers OCE experience was in the OCE studio
students the opportunity to direct theater. His assistant director
a dramatic production. This term will be Mark McConnell, a junior
the studio productions will be elementary education major.
Fischer describes his play as a
Ionesco's "The Lesson" directed
by Dan McGlasson and "The tragic farce. It, too, has a cast of
Chairs" directed by Randy three: Old Woman, Old Man and
Orator. Jan Matthews, playing
Fischer.
McGlasson, a drama major, the Old Woman, has acted in
acted in many high school plays many OCE productions and was
and has had experience directing assistant director for "The Bald
at the Old Nut Loft, a community Soprano."
Old Man is being played by
theater in Aloha. Assistant
director for the show will be freshman Ron Rolleston, a
student of mime. Don Spiegel, a
Kerri Swift.
McGlasson calls "The Lesson" transfer student from Central
a comic drama. It has a cast of Oregon Community College and
three people: the Professor, the OSU, will be the Orator.
Ionesco is a Rumanian born
Student and Maid. Don Adkins, a
senior music major from Frenchman. His plays are all
Klamath Falls, is playing the originally written in French, and
part of the Professor. He has are then translated. He said he
been in a number of OCE writes for the theater because he
productions, most recently "A hates it and only says good things
Funny Thing Happened on the about the theater for the benefit
of those who say good about his
Way to the Forum."
Karen Clifford is playing the writings. One of his theories is
part of the Student. She is a first that plot gets in the way of the
term freshman with experience action, so his plays don't often
in high school theater. The Maid have a conventional plot.
The Theatre of the Absurd will
is being played by Debbie
Robertson, a freshman from be presented at OCE on Nov. 22
and 23 at the Little Theater.
Newport.
Randy Fischer, director of the Curtain time is 8:15 p.m. and
other Ionesco play being there is no admission charge.
By CONNIE GOETTAL
Lamron Writer

LECTURES

Wayne Eshelman, chairman of the
Department of Science at Central Oregon
Community College, will speak on "The
Natural History of the Galapagos Islands" at
the Nov. 12 Math Science seminar. The
lecture is at noon in NS 103.
"Eckankar," a type of religious
meditation and the ancient science of soul
travel, will be discussed in the Willamette
Room of the College Center at 8 p.m. Nov. 13.
The public is invited.
Daniel Kieszenia will speak on the
"Demystification of the Myth: Remarks on
Current French Fiction" at Humanities
Night Nov. 20. The lecture is at 8 p.m in the
Willamette Room of the College Center.

"Harold and Maude" is in its second week
at the Elsinore Theatre, Salem. The co
feature is "Paper Moon" starring Tatum
and Ryan O'Neal.
"The Taking of Pelham One Two Three,"
starring Walter Matthau and Robert Shaw is
currently playing at Lancaster Mall
Theatre, Salem. Charlton Heston stars in the
second feature, "Hijacked."
"Gone With The Wind," winner of ten
Academy Awards, is currently at the Capitol
Theatre, Salem. The movie stars Vivien
Leigh and Clark Gable.
A double Walt Disney feature, "The Bears
and I" and "The Shaggy Dog" are currently
at South Salem Drive In.
ART

MUSIC
Ewan Mitton, soprano, Kemi Hambourg,
violinist and Ruth Million, pianisi, wilf
perform at the Music Recital Hall at 8 p.m.
Nov. 11.
Twenty high school bands will participate
in the Jazz Festival Nov. 15 and 16 in the Old
Gym The 13th Naval District Stage Band
from Seattle will perform at 7:30 p.m. both
nights. There is no charge.
Joan Baez will perform at
Memorial Coliseum at 8 p.m.
Tickets are S3.50.

Portland
Nov. 13.

Israeli pianist liana Vered will perform at
Linfield's Melrose Auditorium at 7 p.m. Nov.
12. Admission is free.
"The World of Gilbert and Sullivan,"
performed by the English Savoyards, will be
fatured at 2:30 p.m. Nov. 10 at the Portland
Civic Auditorium. Tickets are $3.50, $4.50
and $5.50. .
"Der Freischutz," the Portland Opera
Association's second production of the
season, will be performed Nov. 21, 23 and 25
at the Portland Civic Auditorium.
Deep Purple will appear at Memorial
Coliseum Nov. 15. Paramount Northwest
will feature Greg Allman Nov. 16.

The works of Jon Masterson, art professor
at Mt. Angel College, will be on exhibit in the
College Center Nov. 20 through Dec. 18.
"Mother Earth" is the theme of the
Masterson serigraphs.
"Special Exhibition 108" is currently on
display in tbe College Center. The exhibition
is sponsored by the Statewide Services
Traveling Exhibition Program of the
University of Oregon Museum of Art in
Eugene. It will continue through Nov. 20.
A three artist show including the pottery of
Mart Poldmets and the drawings of Robert
Hanson and Charles Reinwald is currently at
Bush Barn Art Center in Salem. Gallery
hours are 9:30 a.m to 5 p.m. Tuesday
through Friday, and 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
Saturday and Sunday.
The paintings of Madeleine Liepe are
currently showing at Keiler Gallery, 405
Court St. SE Salem. Hours are 9:30 a.m. to
5:30 p.m. Monday through Saturday and till 9
p.m. Friday.
OCE professor Dr. Paul Jensen con
tributed to the "Eskimo Artifacts and Arts"
display at OSU's Horner Museum. The
exhibit is open to the public 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Tuesday through Friday; 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Saturday, and 2 p.m. to 5 p.m. Sunday.
TELEVISION

MOVIES A N D T H E A T R E
"The Rievers," adapted from the William
Faulkner novel, will be shown at 6.30 p.m.
and 9 p.m. Friday in the Pacific Room of the
College Center. The movie features Steve
McQueen, and is rated PG. Tickets are $1.
Neil Silmon's comedy "Come Blow Your
Horn" debuted Wednesday and will continue
through Saturday in the OCE Little Theatre.
Curtain is at 8.15 p.m. Tickets may be ob
tained in the College Center. Prices are
adults $2, students $1.50 and children $1.
Season tickets are adults $5, students $4 and
children $2.50.

Thursday, Nov. 7
"Soul," a concert featuring Afro
American music, returns at 9 p.m. on Ch. 10,
featuring
composer performer
Billy
Preston.
Danny Thomas hosts "Words and Music"
at 9 p.m. on Ch. 12. The program will
spotlight American songs and songwriters.
Guests will include triple Academy Award
winner Marvin Hamlisch, Wayne Newton
and John Davidson.
Wide World Special will feature "Harold
Lloyd's World of Comedy" at 11:30 p.m. on
Ch. 2. Dick Van Dyke hosts the program,
which will include clips from Lloyd's daring
comedy classics.

ft

Friday, Nov. 8
The first in a series of famous FBI cases to
be broadcast through 1976 will be "Alvin
Karpis, Public Enemy No. 1" at 9 p.m. on
Ch. 6. Robert Fox worth stars as Karpis
The Emmy award winning series "Up
stairs Downstairs" will return with thirteen
new episodes at 9 p.m. on Ch. 10. Alistaire
Cooke narrates the series on Edwardian
England.
"To* Have and Have Not" (1944) stars
Humphrey Bogart and Lauren Bacall at U
p.m. on ch. 12.
"In Concert" celebrates its second an
niversary with a special three hour
program. The program will feature
highlights from old shows as well as live
guest performances. Guests scheduled in
elude Jim Croce, Loggins and Messina and
Seals and Crofts.
Redd Foxx and Little Anthony and the
Imperials will be featured on the "Midnight
Special" at 1 a.m. on Ch. 8.
Mick Jagger and the Roiling Stones per
form from England on "Don Kirshner's
Rock Concert" at 2 30 a.m. on Ch. 2.
Saturday, Nov. 9
A double football feature will be shown on
Ch. 2.
George C. Scott narrates the special "A
Man Named Lombardi" at 5 p.m. The sec
ond feature will be a return of the movie
"Brian's Song," at 8:30 p.m., the story of the
death of Brian Piccolo, former Chicago
Bears player
Tuesday, Nov. 12
The Flash Gordon serials return with
"Captured "By The Shark Men," at 11 p.m. on
Ch 12.
Wednesday, Nov. 13
Singer composer Paul Williams is special
guest star on the Bobby Goldsboro Show at
8:30 on ch. 12.

Concert tapes
available
Master tapes of the Humanities
Night concerts by Dick Meyer on
the 'music of Woody Guthrie,
Jimmie Rodgers, Hank Williams
and Leadbelly are now on file at
the Ed Media Center.
Anyone wishing to obtain cop
ies of the tapes — either reel-toreel or cassette -- may do so by
contacting Randy McCauley at
the Media Center.

PRIME'S TIRE WHOLESALE
350 N Pacific Highway Monmouth (next to Texaco Station)

r

B.EGoodrich

B.F. Goodrich Radials
All Marked Down!
B.F. Goodrich Long Miler 78
Bias B-78-13 sin nr
lo.yD Plus tax

B.F. Goodrich Trailmaker
Snow Tires. G and F-78 14's
andis's. >23.19 p, us „.
Recap Snow Tires From

*18.95 to *20.95
All sizes and passenger tires.

B. F. Goodrich Miler G78-14
Bias
$

'26.95

Plus tax

NOVEMBER 7, 8, 9
and 10th!
Thursday thru Sunday
We invite you to come on
down to the grand opening
celebration. We're giving
away:

Recap Passenger Tires. All
s,zes

'17.80

ALL BELTED TIRES
marked down to
low, low prices!

fee
+ Coffee, doughnuts and coke
for your enjoyment.
+ Drawing for any size re -cap
snow tires
+ 3 drawings for free wheel
balances
+ 4 drawings for quart bottles of
Coke, Fresca and Mr. Pibbs
soft drinks
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Alpha Si Omega

Actors plan Wizard of Oz
ByV CONNIE GOETTAL
Lamron Writer

The OCE chapter of Alpha Psi
Omega' a national drama
honorary, is presenting L. Frank
Baum's classic, "The Wizard of
Oz." The play has been adapted
by Anne Coulter Martens into a
[wo act show beginning when
Dorothy's house takes off in the
tornado.

Director Avon McGlasson
describes the production as a
traditional one which
in
corporates elements from both
the book and movie.
This show is Mrs. McGlasson's
first attempt at directing, but she
has been active in OCE theater in
other capacities. She is en
thusiastic about the show's
potential and says that costuming
will be an important part of the
play's success.
Dorothy will be played by Keri
Swanson, a first-term freshman
who has had experience in many
high school musicals and
dramas. Brian
Porter, a
graduate student with no theatre
experience, is playing the
Cowardly Lion.
Two veterans of the OCE stage
will be playing the parts of the
Scarecrow and the Tin Wood
sman. Ken Hermens, who heads
the cast of "Come Blow Your
Horn," is the Scarecrow. Steve
Lady, also in "Come Blow Your
Horn," plays the Tin Woodsman.
The three witches are being
played by Kathy Burger, Susan
Haines, both new to OCE theater,
and Mary Niklas, also a cast
member of "Come Blow Your
Horn." Don Spiegel, a transfer
student formerly involved in
theater at COCC, Central Oregon
Community College, will be the
Wizard. Mary Boyaesky, who has
previously taught drama in
Redmond, wil play the part of
Dorothy's dog, Toto.
Various witch's helpers,
munchkins, soldiers, and flowers
will be played by Curtis Krofft,
Raelene Olson, Orchid Fischer,
Daneen Lady, Phyllis Schneider,
Cindy Bynum, Judy Oliver,

®

o

.

Sandy

Stoenner

Lorence.

and

Jodi

Senior music major Georee
and,swri,,„gand
ge
c!r.?°faphy Wi" be done by
Colette Guyer with .leannie Bucy
and Tonfs010rague
' Teresa SimPs°"
as dancers.
An ?

P

An assistant director and a

P'ano Player are still needed

Anyone interested may contact
Avon McGlasson at 838-2604.
The show is being produced as
a children's show and will be
performed at various grade
schools
throughout
the
Willamette Valley. The play will
be on the OCE campus Dec. 7. All
proceeds will go toward drama
scholarships and future Alpha
Omega productions.

Dreyfuss forceful
in
Duddy
By MARK WOOD
Lamron Writer
The Apprenticeship of Duddv

Kravatz is the tale of a nineteenyear-old Canadian "Jew boy on
the make When his grandfather
informs h.m that "a man without
land is nothing." Duddy (Richard
Dreyfuss) decides that he will
somehow acquire a huge plot of
it. including a magnificent lake
complete with leaping fish. It
would be the perfect spot, con
tends Duddy, for a resort com
plex.
v;

1v!

1 'Reivers' set I
S

Steve

McQueen

and

friends take the South by $
g: storm in a 1905 yellow &
£:• Winton
Flyer in
"The jij:
Reivers," which will play :•:•
g Friday in the Pacific Room j§
of the College Center.
:•:•
McQueen stars as Boon
$: Hoggenbeck in the adaptation of William Faulkner's $
Pulitzer Prize winning novel jij:
•g by the same name. His $
:g companions in adventure are
$ Rupert
Cross
as
Ned £
g McCaslin and Mitch Vogel as g
Lucius.
•g Mark Reidel directed "The $
g: Reivers." It will be shown at £:
$ 6:30 p.m. and 9 p.m. Cost is
i?$L
%

PIONEER LANES
Welcomes OCE Students
Monmouth-Independence
Bowling Center
Open Lanes
Mon., Wed., Thurs.,
Sat. & Sun.
Evenings

Thus Duddy embarks on a
series of elaborate capitalistic
schemes with the aim of purchasing this lake. These include
everything from producing artsy
Bar Mitzvah movies to tran
sporting heroin to New York to
dealing in used pinball machines.
In the course of executing these
schemes Duddy fully exploits
those who surround him
including his shikse girlfriend,
(Micheline Lanclot) and a
hillbilly, (Handy Quaid), the two
persons who care most deeply for
and about him.
jl
Lamron photo by DARYL BONITZ
i
I*ar from condemning Duddy !:"Come Blow Your Horn" cast member Laurie Roberts applies i
\
for his "what's in it for me?" at ;stage make-up prior to production.
titude, Mordecai Hichler, who
wrote the screenplay from his
own novel, takes a realistic and
"Come
Blow
Your
Prices are adults $2,
at times even sympathetic view
Horn," a Neil Simon
students $1.50 and children
toward Duddy's compulsive
comedy,
opened
$1. Tickets for the entire
"schmuckiness." Instead of
Wednesday
and
will
mainstage
production
treating him as a total villain of
continue through Satur
season are also available.
greed, Duddy is portrayed as a
day in the OCE Little
Prices are adults $5,
monster created by the attitude
Theatre. Tickets are
students $4 and children
which views financial wizardry
available in the College
$2.50.
as the mark of personal success.
Center Office.
Curtain time is 8:15 p.m.
each night.
The Apprenticeship of Duddy
Kravatz relies heavily on the
performance
of
Richard
Dreyfuss. Dreyfuss pants,
scratches and cackles his way
through the role with a highly
charged forcefullness which is
the film's outstanding feature.
His portrayal of Duddy will
fx-10
^probably be regarded as classic
in years to come, and the film
POCKET SIZE
itself as an attractive ap
SCIENTIFIC
prenticeship for his career as a
CALCULATOR
superstar.
The film is currently in its
second week at Lancaster Mall
Theatre in Salem.

Play continues

CASIO

'79.95

Incl. Adaptor

A Reiver
isa
rascal.
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For Reservations

Ph. 838-1733
•*5BOS**SSSeSOC3K30CSesaaaeSSSCMS3C36S63S3S36Se30S*S6»CSe3t3S3£3SS

STEREO
&
QUAD

Steve
McQueen [
is the
head
j* Reiver.
|

363 High St. NE/ Salem
Right next to the Record Hut

November 7, 1974

585-4433

THE GALLERY BOOKSTORE
Has what
you're looking for.
Gift Editions

5 NEW HOURS:
|9:30-6p.m.

To Students
WASSON'S
LAFAYETTE RADIO

STUDENTS!

At Bargain Prices.

10% DISCOUNT

Mon Sat 9:30to 5:30 p.m.

363-6773

Pacific Room
College Center
Nov. 8 - 6:30-9 p.m.
Admission $1.00

Mon. & Fri.
Till9p.m.

1609 Court St

Sundays
12-5p.m.

Ph. 623-5772
Dallas

tllllllllHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIE
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Black Hawk County
new single soars
By CARLABRANDON
and NEIL HAUGEN
Lamron Writers
Black Hawk County, currently
known for its new
song
"Oregon," provided the en
tertainment for Tuesday night's
OCE Homecoming Coronation.
"Oregon" is the tenth best
selling 45 rpm in the Northwest,
and was picked by Billboard
Magazine last week as the
nation's hit of the week.

"Lamron photo by DARYL BONITZ

The group started at OCE two
years ago, and is made up of
Scott Riordam, Bill Coleman,
Spencer Palermo and Dennis
Shick.
For the past two years Black
Hawk County has been playing
clubs throughout the Northwest.
Riordan, keyboard vocalist for
the group, commented that, "It's
been sort of like school, you
know, you have to get your rock
and roll degree."

"Snoozing," an oil painting by Don Ross of Eugene, is one of the works included in the "Special
Exhibition 108" art show which will be displayed in the College Center through Nov. 20.

If "Oregon" continues its
popularity, Black Hawk County
may just be awarded that degree.
"Oregon" was born out of a
sympathy for JoAnn McDaniels
from Coos Bay, presently serving
today. Across Europe, nearly
a life term in a Turkish prison on
every moderately sized town
drug charges.
sports its own opera company.
According to Riordan, JoAnn
This widespread love for opera
and a couple of other girls were
has never caught on in the United
persuaded to drive two vans of
States, however, and for years
"tourist items" for another
only the largest cities with the
American. Unknown to the girls,
wealthiest citizens could support
246 pounds of hashish was hidden
a company.
in the seat linings of the vans.
In the last few decades, though,
a new direction for opera has
Riordan explained that the
been discovered -- that is, in the
Turkish judicial system is dif
hundreds of college campus
ferent from America's. "Over
across the country. Through such
there you are guilty until proven
groups as at OCE, more people
innocent," he said. "It's really
are getting the chance to become medieval."
involved with opera in a way they
Black Hawk County is donating
may never have had the opall proceeds from the sale of
. portunity to otherwise.
"Oregon" to JoAnn's defense. A
small part of their plan, the song
was designed to acquire the
sympathy of the American people

Mitton directs opera group
By LANE SHETTERLY
Lamron Writer
OCE's Opera Workshop is an
active group, but generally not a
well known performing group.
Rehearsing
weekly
with
coordinator-director Ewan
Mitton, the 28 singers are
currently preparing this season's
performances. Slated for winter
term are two contemporary
comic operas, "Galentry" by
Moore, and "The Telephone" by
Menotti. In addition to these,
excerpts from more familiar
operas, including "Carmen",
"The Marriage of Figaro" and
"The Pearl Fishers" will be
presented
Moore's "Gallentry" is an
operatic spoof on the typical
television soap opera centering

on a "Dr. Gregg" and his
beautiful
mistress.
"The
Telephone", by French composer
Menotti, is a one act comedy
focusing on the "eternal
triangle," which in this case
happens to consist of a man, a
woman and her telephone.
Expanding on last year's one
night performance of Mozart's
"Magic Flute," the workshop
will go on the road this year,
presenting assemblies at North
and South Salem High Schools,
Mill City High School and the
Falls City schools. In addition,
four evenings of opera are
scheduled here on the campus
during January, February and
March.
College Opera Workshops such
as OCE's are currently where
opera is most active in America

A
two-day
jazz
festival
featuring the 13th Naval District
stage band will be held at OCE on
Friday and Saturday, Nov. 15 and
16. The festival will host over 20
mid-valley high school stage
bands along with the Seattle
based group.
Beginning Friday afternoon in
the old Gym each high school
group will play a 20 minute
concert. These concerts will
continue through Saturday af
ternoon. After all bands have
performed the naval band will
hold a clinic to instruct the high
school band members.
The naval band will also give
performances on Friday and
Saturday nights at 7:30 p.m.
These performances, and the
entire jazz festival, are free and
open to all OCE students and
interested persons.

The awesome, true story, honestly portrayed of two demon
possessed teenagers and their deliverance through the power
of God.

"FREE ADMISSION"
Thursday,-November 7 --8:00 p.m.
Pacific Room College Center
This Film Not Recommended
For Children Under Age 13.

I

T*e TAP ROOM
KEGS
TO GO!

*
S
•
•

•s
i.

M o n - W e d - F r i - 100 Can Club
Tues. D i m e r s 7:30-9:30

Thursday-Wine Night -8:00-10:00
Sunday-Pool Tournaments -1:00 p .m.
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265 M a i n St., Independence

Concert set

•
•
•
•
•
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ACADEMIC
RESEARCH
LIBRARY
Thousands of Topics
$2.75 per page
Send for your up-to-date,
176-page, mail order catalog
of 5500 topics. Enclose
$1.00 to cover postage (1-2
days delivery time).

519 GLENROCK AVE
SUITE #203
LOS ANGELES, CA. 90024
Our materials are sold for
research purposes only

for JoAnn's predicament. Fur
ther plans include a writing
campaign sending letters of
protest to the Turkish govern
ment.
Scott Riordan and Bill Coleman
acoustic guitarist vocalist, both
attended OCE for two years. As
vocal music students, each had
the opportunity to display their
talent in various choir solos.
After playing together infor
mally at various parties around
campus, they decided to form a
"good-time band."
From Waldo's Den, they moved
to an engagement at the Stone
Lion in Independence where they
became regulars. Both worked
alone until May of that year when
they added a bass guitarist,
Spencer Palermo, who is still
with the group.
By the summer of 1973 Black
Hawk County were playing in
Portland Clubs.
"Good-time" music can best
describe Black Hawk's style. The
musicians love an active
audience as shown Tuesday night
by their number "Hava Nagila."
"Bobby McGee," "Peace
Train" and "Help Me Make it
Through the Night," are samples
of Black Hawk's diversity.
Roughly half of their material is
written by the group themselves.
"Oregon," "Everyday is a
Thursday" and "Lonesome
Cowboy" were three of their
originals
played
for
the
coronation audience Tuesday
night.
"Oregon" can be bought at any
ABC record and tape sale outlet.
Fred Meyer's in Salem usually
carries the 45 rpm record, but is
currently sold out. However, a
new shipment is expected soon.
Black Hawk County will be
playing again this week on
Saturday at the Stone Lion. The
concert will begin at 8:30 p.m.
"And we'll play until we drop,"
smiled Scott.

WE HAVE THE
LARGEST

Selection of food
supplements, natural toods
and cosmetics in the
Willamette Valley

Ifealth foods
Salem Health Food
Salem Plaza

Fairway Plaza Health Foods
Woodburn, Ore.

585-6938

981-7261

FREE PARKING .

TYPEWRITER

ISmjJi
Mil I l" l

* h|* co.
fi

M
SreREOLOUNGE

DICTATION

HI-FI COMPONENTS

SALEM

395 Liberty NE

588-1122
Lamron

Lamron
Sports

Gridders downed
By MIKE ROONEY
Lamron Sports Editor

Harrilers
third
Castlp

^

SoPhomore

Dave

count rv
oi? Confeence cross
Ij championships
in
LaGrande Saturday, Nov 2

With one game remaining the OCE football team is 2tea™
uh an
O Cthat
E i o oisi bdefinitely
a\
subpf.r; 2
re
S
n0t
indicativ
•£ ^.? '
e of fhe effort, the
attitude or the ability. A 6-1 record would be much more
representative.
muie

losin? G fJnished second overall,
Eastern w '°n Rick Hebro"
. astern Washington. Hebron's
time was 25:44 while Castle
finished in 25:52.

It would have been more like it to have scored three
times in the first half against Linfield and held on to win
21-14. But we managed to push a score in once in the first
half in three good opportunities and ended up fallina
prey to the point-hungry Wildcats.

Team scores were 38 for
Eastern Washington, 46 for
Western Washington and 67 for
„ tV J Central
Washington
grabbed fourth with 69 and then
he scores jumped to 144 for SOC,

41' 3S

Aiit+!^J,eSSureSiStance from m°ther nature's wind and
Central Washington would have never gotten two quick
touchdowns. Central actually sustained only one healthy
drive the whole windblown game.
The Wolves were clearly a better football team than
OIT but the score didn't tell the story. The fenderbangers from Klamath Falls were lucky to come up with
a tie as they were aided by poor Wolf play-callinq and
some costly OCE turnovers.
Last weekend's 36-29 loss to SOC topped all of OCE's
previous losses. The visiting Wolves were unstoppable
on offense as Dan Westendorf and Larry Sills galloped
through the helpless Red Raider defense at an average
of eight yards a try. The only problem was an occasional
fumble every third play in the first half. These costly
fumbles set up SOC for some easy touchdowns - exactly
29 points worth in the first half.
OCE s defense seemed to be quite unimpressed with
their teammates lack of desire to hold on to the ball. The
run-oriented Red Raiders pilfered the Wolves defense
for some 254 yards on the ground. The unenthusiastic
defenders were in desperate need of two of their
comrades, Tom Lewis and Randy Shipley, who are
sidelined due to injuries. Shipley should be ready to play
this weekend while Lewis will not ready for any kind of
action until next season.

Another frustrating loss to a team of lower stature.
For no particular reason the Wolves just weren't into the
game in the first half. This Saturday's Homecoming
game with Eastern Oregon should be a sign of what's to
come next year. Only five team members graduate off
of this years young squad. The seniors participating in
their last football game this weekend are Randy Kruse,
Ray Nix, Jerry Shultz, Lloyd Graves and myself. Let's
go out in a blaze of glory!

and 195

Oregon

f0r Eastern

fnr'nrtEat.lund finished

twelveth
tor OCE with a time of 26:49. The
rest of the scoring five finished
almost grouped together. Ron
Strand, at 27 minutes flat
finished sixteenth and Dale
Barker and rookie Steve Carries
finished
eighteenth
and
nineteenth. Barker was timed at
27:05 and Carrigg at 27:06.
Mark Wojohn and Tony Bass
finished twenty-eighth and thirtyninth to round out the Wolfpack
squad.
This Saturday, Nov. 9, the
harriers travel to Piek Park in
Portland for the NAIA District 2
cross country championships.
The team will go against tough
squads from Lewis and Clark and
Willamette. Lewis and Clark
captured the Northwest con
ference
cross
country
championship last Saturday in
Spokane. Terry Zerzan and
Dan Hall were top finishers for
Willamette in that same meet,
Zerzan won it in 25:53. Kevin
Cooley and Norm Dick were top
finishers for Lewis and Clark.

For sale: Five rolls of Kodak 126 slide
film, 20 exposure. Overbought and
will sell for $1 per roll. Respond to
SPO 801.

For sale: Stereo system, includes AM
FM radio, 8 track tape player,
automatic turntable, and two
speakers. $175. Contact Steve Geiger
or call 838 0669 afler 4 p.m.

For sale: 69 Ford Fairlane, auto, trans.
302, call 838 3496.
Want Ads are a free service to OCE
students. 10 cents per line to non
students.

November 7, 1974

For Sale
'51 Chev. Runs and in good
restorable condition. Contact Mike.
SPO 970 or 331 Monmouth Ave. S. No.
14.
Term Papers: Canada's largest service.
For catalogue send $2 to: Essay
Services, 57 Spadina Ave., No. 208,
Toronto, Ontario, Canada.
For sale
1959 Simca Deluxe. All the
extras: good mileage, radio, 4 doors
and new upholstery. Must see to
appreciate. Only $225. SPO 973 or 399
7036.
For sale Two original snow mud tires. 4
ply C78 14 (695 14) trued, studded,
tread good over half. $15 each. 838
2031.

Lamron photo by JIM HEALY

rex White pursues a ball carrier from TKB II in a game won by The
omer 18-0. The Corner is now in first place in intramural football.

DARYL'SSHOE
SERVICE
Shoe Repair Gives
Extra Wear!

148 C. Street
Independence

+++
The cross country team competed in the Evergreen
Conference Championship last weekend in LaGrande
and finished a rather disappointing third. OCE expected
the Washington schools to be strong, but hoped to be in
the running for the title.
Eastern Washington, led by individual champion Rick
Hebron, scored a low 38 points to take the title. OCE's
Dave Castle followed Hebron across the finish line to
nab second place in the meet. However, Junior Chris
Fatland fell off his past pace to take twelveth overall.
Fatland usually runs even with Castle, but was not at his
best for the all-conference meet.
The harriers will have to have better performances
overall if they are hoping to win the district meet this
weekend. Tough competition is likely to come from
Northwest Conference runners from Lewis and Clark
and Willamette. The meet is scheduled for Pier Park in
Portland.

rp

Great buy
for your
favorite
guy
Ij-cP*
i

$1450

It's a precision
jeweled watch.
Water and shock
resistant. Styled in
gleaming chrome and
stainless steel. With a
sweep second hand. Full
numeral dial. Black
leather strap. And a
Bulova guarantee.
All for a mere $14.50

QM/SJE

American and Mexican Foods
Specializing in:
Combination Plates
Enchiladas
Tostadas
Carne Gisada Menudo

216 Main St. Independence
Next door to Hi-Ho Lounge

ACTION
THEATRE
21 different films
for your viewing pleasure.
11-11 daily
1-7 Sunday

Rated

UNDERGROUND
COMICS

mcxih

In assorted brands including 'Zap' and
'Freak Brothers'

KENT'S
JEWELERS

Join our new swingers club
(inquire at store)

Main St.,
Independence
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OCE rally falls short against Raiders
Collge 15-13, lowering their
league record to 3-2-0.
OCE dropped into a fifth place
tie in the seven team conference,
being passed by EWSC, who beat
EOC, and Oregon Tech, victors
over
last
place
Western
Washington 22-20.
SQC raised it's record to 2-2-0 in
J£VCO play with the win, and are
tied with OCE for fifth.

U
mi M
i v and
a n H Bill
Hi
Ray
Nix
Rice each
pulled in three passes to lead
OCE receivers. Nix picked up 47
yards on his catches, while Rice
totalled 23. Sills also caught two
passes for 15 yards.
OCE plays its final game of the
season Saturday afternoon, Nov.
9, when they meet Eastern
Oregon State College on the OCE
field in the annual Homecoming
game.

Sills led OCE's rushing attack
with 47 yards on nine carries for a
5.2 yard average against South
ern Oregon. Westendorf carried
the ball 13 times for 46 yards, Ball
picked up 34 yards on 11 carries
and Mike Bridges ended with 26
yards in seven attempts.

OCE
0
0
7
22 29
7
22
7
SOC
0 36
O C E : W e s t e n d o r f 1 r u n ( M o r g a n kick);
S i l l s 3 r u n ( S e a r s k i c k ) ; B a l l 12 r u n (Sears
kick); Bryant 1 run (Bryant run).
S O C E ; S h i e l d 1 r u n ( E n r i g h t . kick);
M a c h t u l f 14 r u n ( E n r i g h t k i c k ) ; D e e s 28 run
( E n r i g h t k i c k ) ; H i l l 7 r u n ( S h i e l d s run);
Samulsen 1 run (Enright kick).

. i .•

By STEVE GKIGKH
Lamron Writer
OCE missed the opportunity of
going into a tie for the Evergreen
,Conference lead Nov. 2 when a
' fourth quarter rally fell short and
the Wolves bowed to the Southern
Oregon College Red Raiders 36-29
in Ashland.
OCE found itself on the short
end of the score the entire game,
trailing 7-0 after the first quarter
of play and 29-0 at half time. The

Mitchell leads
hockey scoring
OCE's women's field hockey
team played three games in the
Willamette Valley Selection
Tournament last weekend and
came away with a 1-1-1 record.
The first match of the tour
nament for the girls was against
SOC, the host team for the
tournament. Sue Mitchell, the
team's leading scorer, came up
with two goals and Margo Case
added another as the visiting
OCE team shut out SOC 3-0.
Miss Mitchell scored OCE's
lone goal against the University
of Oregon as the Wolfettes fell 3-1
to the powerful Eugene girls.
The sticksters completed
tournament play by matching
Willamette 2-2. Rebecca Randall
and Sue Mitchell scored the
goals.
Debbie Griffin was chosen to
the tournament all-star teamwhile Miss Mitchell and Carol
Pickering received honorable
mention.

visiting Wolves later trailed 36-0
midway through the third
quarter, and were quickly going
down to what seemed to be an
easy massacre on SOC s part.
The
Wolves,
however,
recovered.
Dan Westendorf finally put
OCE's first points on the board
when he charged over the Raider
goal line from one yard out with
less than one minute remaining
in the third quarter, making it 366. Steve Sears kicked the extra
point for OCE, and the Wolves
trailed 36-7 after three quarters
of play.
The touchdown by Westendorf
had apprently put a spark, which
had eluded OCE throughout the
previous 44 minutes of pla>\ into
the offensive unit, as the Wolves
soon found themselves trailing by
just a single touchdown.

'5800

The clock was working quickly
against OCE, as SOC got the ball
back after the last kickoff, and
easily ran the clock out.
With the rally falling short and
OCE going down to their fourth
defeat of the season against two
wins'and a tie, the Wolves failed
in an attempt to climb into a first
place
tie
with
Central
Washington.

Following that touchdown,
fourth quarter runs by Larry

The loss lowered OCE's EVCO
record to 2-2-1. CWSC, idle in
Evergreen Conference play last
weekend, remained on top with
their 3-1-1 mark. Eastern Oregon
College also failed in an attempt
to remain in first place when they
fell to Eastern Washington State

Terry Bryant was the leading
passer for the Wolves as he
completed five of nine passes for
53 yards. Bridges threw six times
and completed three for OCE,
totalling 22 yards.

First Downs
Rushing Yards
Passing Yards
Passes
Punts
Return Yards
Fumbles Lost
Penalties
+ Unofficial figures

OCE
13
154 +
90
18 9 1
5 37
20
5-5 +
6 55

SOC

12
254 +
37
5-5-1
4-29.5
96
3-2 +
5-65

The AirForce Pilot has it
made. AirForce ROTC
will help you make it.
f m* j MM'
#<, ,

" ///,

Complete Rebuilt
Twin or Full Size
Mattress and
Box Spring
"An inexpensive way
to good sleeping"

Sills, Ken Ball and Terry Bryant
pulled the Wolves within seven
points
of
the
hometown
Raiders,making the score 36-29 in
favor of SOC, with just 1:28
remaining in the contest.

aflm Ml

'

-' 'i

Set

NEW
Sylvania 12" B&W
portable TV - 100 pet.
solid state

'88™
NEW
Dinette set with table
and 4 chairs - solid top
table for dining or
game table. Complete
set only

'68

00

NEW
100 pet. Nylon Shag
Carpet - Great for
area rugs. 8 new
colors

$399

Extra large
bag chairs.
stitched with
supported
Asst. colors.

Imm
- ##

sq. yd.
bean
Triple
heavy
vinyl.

$3495

French's
Home Furnishings
154 S. Main
Independence
838-0888

Here's how.
the flyinS lessons. It'll be in a small
i^SnpS'the ^ir F?rcf 5?TC Wjn
provide
light
airplane but - you re started towards the day when you'll solo in an Air Force jet
I hat s only one of the benefits of the Air Force ROTC Program. Consider all this-

andfncidentalVees.COVer fU"
Plus $100 a month, tax-free.

tUiti°n'

^ reimbursement *>r textbooks. Plus lab

Interested? Contact Major Louderback
at College Center, Wednesdays 9 a.m. - 3 p.m.
PUT IT ALL TOGETHER IN AIR FORCE ROTC
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